RECRUITMENT FOR VARIOUS GROUP "C" POSTS AT FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE, DEHRADUN
ADVERTISEMENT NO-1/FRI/GC/2020

POST:TECHNICAL ASSISTANT (EIELDLAB RESEARCH (PHYSICAL SCIENCE),POST CODE-004
The below mentioned shortlisted candidatc are called for Document verification (DV). The Document Verification
will be held in the O/o Registrar, Forest Research Institute, P.O. New Forcst Dehradun-248006 (Urrarakhand) on 18.01.2022
The shortlisted candidates are being intimated by SMS/EMAIL and call letters to the below mentioned candidates are also
of the specimen call letter (at the last page). T'ollow all the
instructions/documents mentioned therin and attend the Document Verification as per below mentioned programme.
Candidates are advised to ensure that they meet all the eligibility criteria as per the advertisement. Canlidates should

being

sent

by post. The candidates may take

invariably bring original photo identity

card

a

along

printout

with all

original

documents and

one set

of

photocopies

of the

same for

attending the Document Verification.

List of Candidates for document verification:

SI. Rol. No.

Name of Candidate

Date/Time
of

No.

SI.

Roll. No.

PAWAN SINGH
SUNILKUMAR MAHATO
SAPTARSHIBARURI
UMESH CHANDRA ATWAL
KOMAL KUMAR
SHUBHAM
HONEY TYAGI
VANDANA NEGI

040121372 DINBANDHU CHAUBEY
10. 040121393 PAWANDEVSHAL
11. 040121437 TANYACHAUDHRY
12. 040121456 KAMAL BHATT_
13. 040121496|RAJPAL

040122094

ASHISH SINGH

Reporting

24. 040122136 PANKAJ GWARI

| 25. 040122176

KULBHUSHAN

26 040122180 RISHU KUMAR
27. 040122187 BAISHAKHI SARKHEL
28.

040122203|ROHIT KUMAR

29 040122276 ABHISHEK SINGI!RAWAT

30.
31.
18.01.2022
/ 08:30 AM

040122340 AKASH CHOUDHARY
040122386|PRIYANKA GAIROLA

33.

32040122427

040122442ANKIT THAPLIYAL

DHARMENDRAKUMAR_

34.

040122586

PRASHANT KARMAKAR

35.

040122646

18.01.2022
/01:00PMM

HEERESH CHANDRA

RATURI

|14. 040121535|SHIVANI CHOUDHARY

15.

040121594 SUDHEER SINGH RAWAT

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

040121608|MONIKA SINGH
040121662 ABHISHEK CHAUHAN
040121669 NAVEEN CHAUHAN
040121670 AJAY DABRAL
040121786|VIKKY PANDEY

21 040121863 VIRENDER KUMAR
22. 040122061 KULDEEP SINGH

23.

Date/Time
of

No.

Reporting

040120004
.
040120218
040120374
4. 040120878
.
040120914
040120964
7. 040120987
040121188

Name of Candidate

36. 040122685 NIKHIL KHANDELWAL
37. 040122690|SWARNAJIT PURAHIT
38. 040190209|RAKESH YADAV
39. 040190394 VIKAS KUMAR SAINI
40. 040190476 DEEPAKKUMAR
41. 040190549 NITIN MADHWAI.
42. | 040190696GURU PRAKASH
43. 040190756 RAM KISHAN MARU
| 44. 040190866|SANDEEP KUMAR

Candidates must bring all valid original documents as a proof of their date of Birth. Educational Qualification, Experience,
Category (Sc/ST/OBC/Ex-serviceman/Sports person/Physically Handicapped (including caste certificate, if applicable etc)
as mentioned in the notice of the examination along with one set of self attested copies of all documents and two passport
size recent

photographs. Merely calling for Documents Verification does not confer any claim for appointment Final

selection will be based on merit in the written test and fulfilling all eligibility requirements.

Akwowa
SPECIMEN CALL LETTER (See Next Page)

File No. /9/2020-DPC

Forest Research Institute

3R5E, ENTE 248006
P.O. New Forest Dehradun Pin 248006

Dated: 24, December, 2021
To,

NAME

ROLL NO.

CIO-FATHER'SNAME:
ADDRESS:

TSub

T a T F /Advertisement No. /FRUGC2020 T

asT)
TECHNICAL

HET a/waTITT THE-) (Hfa

/DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR THE POST OF
ASSISTANT
(FIELD/LAB
RESEARCH)
(PHYSICAL
SCIENCE)

ADVERTISEMENT NO. 1/FRI/GC/2020

e i y Dear Candidate,

Based on the written examination of Technical Assistant (Field/Lab Research) (Physical Science)

held on 03.10.2021, you are provisionally shortisted for the Document Verification (DV). You are therefore
requested to appear with ALL YOUR ORIGINAL
VERIFICATION at the venue, date and time given below:

DoCUMENTS/CERTIFICATES

FUTVenue

HH/Time

i

08:30 AM

18.01.2022

FOOR

/Date

7icR

aa/0/oREGISTRAR, 3gHTFT TT
FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE, FT7N FRE, ERT 248006
P.O NEW FOREST,DEHRADUN PIN 248006

You are advised to go carefully through the instruetions attached with this letter.

Tada/Yours, Sincerely

ALcho

a

gTTRegistrar
THTT TReTM/Forest Research Institute
ENT/Dehradun

File No. 19/2020-DPC

Forest Research Institute
3ER,

E, TEVT 248006

P.O. New Forest Dehradun Pin 248006

Dated: 24, December, 2021
To,

NAME

ROLL NO.

CO-FATHER'SNAME:
ADDRESS

fà/Sub: fàsT HAT/Advertisement No. 1/FRUGC/2020 ateHETT7 /TuTITT TIT) (T5
fàsT-)
g
zadu
FATY/DOCUMENT VERIFICATION FOR THE POST OF
TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT
(FIELD/LAB
RESEARCH)
(PHYSICAL
SCIENCE)
ADVERTISEMENT NO. 1/FRI/GC/2020

fu 3ei/ Dear Candidate,
TCP-TeTETa7/atTTI 3rTET) (tfa7 fasI) T7 &g f i 03.10.2021 o r i T

Based on the written examination of Technical Assistant (Field/Lab Research) (Physical Science)
held on 03.10.2021, you are provisionally shortlisted for the Document Verification (DV). You are therefore
requested

to

appear

with

ALL

YOUR

ORIGINAL

DOCUMENTS/CERTIFICATES

FOR

VERIFICATION at the venue, date and time given below:
T

Venue

Turera agorefta/O/o REGISTRAR, T TEIT eTM/

FORESTRESEARCH NSTITUTE, 3er7r, ETET 248006

HH/Time

fHTCDate

01:00 PM

18.01.2022

P.O NEW FOREST, DEHRADUN PIN 248006

You are advised to go carefully through the instruetions attached with this letter.

qa

Yours, Sincerely

THraRègistYar

71 37EiET7 FReTA/Forest Research Institute

&ERT/Dehradun

INSTRUCTION/ fAT-fAdT

The information furnished by the candidates in their
ON-LINE applications will be verified by the Forest
Research Institute, Dehradun with reference to the
original documents during verification of documents on
the given date. If it is found that
any information furnished by the candidate in the
application is wrong
his/her candidature will not be entertained. The candidates
should ensure that they fumish correct
information as was given in ONLINE
application form.

you should

bring this letter along with the documents in original and also
which self-attested for verifícation and records
respectively:-

one set

of

copies

of the

same

(1)
Matriculation or equivalent cartificate wherein date of hirth ie mentioned in cupport of your Date o£
Birth.

All marksheets and certificates in support of your
educationalitechnical/professional qualifications
and subjects studied at various levels and mark sheets pertaining to all the years of each course
indicating the subjects studied in each year, as claimed in your application. All documents in support
of essential educational qualifications and experience or equivalence must be produced at the time of

diwumnt voniivaioi

In case you are appearing as a Departmental candidate, necessary certuficate in support of qualifying
perTU o>erviueiv& from ür +eparuTt WIaai.

SC/ST/OBC/Ex. Ser/PH Certificates obtained within the stipulated period from competent Authority
in the format as prescribed in Central Govemment format as given in the notice for the recruitment
must be produced in original for verification. In Case the certificate is in local vermacular language, its
english translation duly attached by a Gazetted oficer must be brought along
()

Certificates in support of claim regarding experience, indicating the nature of duties performed and
the functions of the

organization where such experience was gained.

Candidates must read all instructions in this letter thoroughly and should prove their Essential

Qualifications, Experience, recognitions of qualifications and/or Institute etc. by documentary
evidence fal1ng which cand1dature will be rejected. PH candidates should produce their disablity

certificates in the format prescribed in the Notice/Advertisement.

If you do not produce any of the above required documents, you will not be admitted for the Document
Verification under any circumstances, whatsoever, and no further opportunity will be accorded Your

candidature will be rejected immediately.

GITVTT
No travel expenses or any other expenses will be paid by the Institute for attending the Document

Verification.

Your candidature is PROVISIONAL. You must therefore ensure that you fulfill all the conditions of
eligibility including the Essential Qualifications as laid down in the Advertisement of the examination. If at
any stage it is found that you do not fulfill any of the conditions of eligibility, your candidature will be
cancelled and no appeal against such cancellation will be entertained. The fact that you have been called for
Document Verification does not confer any right to be treated as eligible for appointment. You are hereby
advised to recheck whether you meet all the eligibility criteria laid down as mentioned in the advertisement.
if any discrepancy is found in marks or short listing due to any eror or omission. the Forest Research
Institute

reserves

right to revise the list of shortlisted candidates at later stage.

Please

note that

date, time and

venue of Document
Verification is final and no request for change will be
fail
to attend the
you
Document
Verification, it will be
that you are not
interested in the post and your
candidature will be treated as "CANCELLED" presumed
without any further notice
No further
corespondence will be entertained in this regard.

entertained.

In

case

BTTI
The Forest Research

delay in postal transit

Institute, Dehradun

will not be

responsible

for

Canvassing in any fomm will result in cancellation of your candidature

late/non-receipt of this

letter due

to

